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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Address reproductive goals and contraceptive 
preferences 

2. Demonstrate skillful, efficient, patient centered 
questioning

3. Display patient-centered counseling skills



MMWR. July 29, 2016 65 (3):1-103

On-line  at: 
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/65/rr/pdfs/rr6503.pdf



US Medical Eligibility Criteria 2016

Category Definition Recommendation

1 No restriction in contraceptive use Use the method

2 Advantages generally outweigh 
theoretical or proven risks

More than usual follow-
up needed

3 Theoretical or proven risks outweigh 
advantages of the method

Clinical judgment that this 
patient can safely use

4 The condition represents an 
unacceptable health risk if the 
method is used

Do not use the method



• U.S. Selected Practice Recommendations for Contraceptive 
Use, 2016.  MMWR July 29, 2016. 65(4);1–66



JOB AIDS:
CLIENT-CENTERED REPRODUCTIVE
GOALS & COUNSELING FLOW CHART

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc_path_clnt
_cntrd_cnslng_2019-03.pdf

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc_path_clnt_cntrd_cnslng_2019-03.pdf






JOB AIDS:
EFFICIENT QUESTIONS FOR CLIENT-
CENTERED CONTRACEPTIVE COUNSELING 
PALM CARD

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc_eff_qs
_path_card_2019-03.pdf

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc_eff_qs_path_card_2019-03.pdf






JOB AIDS:
PRECONCEPTION COUNSELING CHECKLIST

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc
_preconcptn_counsel_chklst_2019-06.pdf

https://www.fpntc.org/sites/default/files/resources/fpntc_preconcptn_counsel_chklst_2019-06.pdf






VISUAL AIDS AND TACTILE AIDS

• Effectiveness chart

• Anatomy image and model

• “Demo units” to hold and manipulate

– IUDs

– Implants

– Vaginal ring

– Patch

– Diaphragm

– Internal condom and male condom

• Your hands, arms and drawn pictures





http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_vlPhIi5WyT8/SPxgg1VMmoI/AAAAAAAAEH0/WQiv2QnuU-8/s320/dsc05866.jpg&imgrefurl=http://todaysapatheticyouth.blogspot.com/2008/10/where-sarah-and-implanon-get-divorce.html&usg=__9H8BKBSUkPgnSKq1m-qWSkeqkdk=&h=280&w=300&sz=17&hl=en&start=126&tbnid=bzP4oWpbN17LlM:&tbnh=108&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=implanon&gbv=2&ndsp=18&hl=en&sa=N&start=108




What dimensions of people’s thoughts 

and feelings about reproduction and 

pregnancy might be important? 



A MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONCEPT

Plans ≠ Intentions ≠ Desires ≠ Feelings

• All different concepts
• Someone may find all or only some meaningful
• Often appear inconsistent with each other

(Aiken. 2016; Hatcher. 2018)



DEFINITIONS

• Plans: Decisions about if/when to get pregnant 
and formulation of actions 

• Intentions: Timing-based ideas about if/when to 
get pregnant, sometimes includes “wants” 



DEFINITIONS

• Feelings: Emotional orientations towards pregnancy 

• Desires: Strength of inclination to get pregnant or 
avoid pregnancy

• Acceptability



WHY AVOID THE WORD PLAN?

• The conceptual framework that views pregnancy-
related behaviors from a planned behavior 
perspective may be limited among low-income 
populations

• Many people express happiness with a pregnancy, 
regardless of their stated intention 

• The word “plan” has a meaning

(Borrero, S., et al., 2015)



PREGNANCY PLANNING: DEFINITION 

“…a very deliberate act in which both partners 
discuss and reach consensus about the timing of 
pregnancy and then take steps to prepare for a 
potential pregnancy, including “getting your 
finances in order”. 

(Aiken. 2013; Borrero. 2015 )



PLANNING: FORECLOSED

“Because nearly all of the women in our study had 
strong feelings about the ideal circumstances 
(specifically, being in a committed relationship and 
financially stable) in which one should plan a 
pregnancy, yet few, if any, women actually achieved 
either relationship or financial stability, pregnancy 
planning seemed irrelevant and rarely occurred.”

(Borrero. 2015)



INTENTION ≠ ACCEPTABILITY

“Because preconception intention and planning 
do not necessarily occur, decisions about the 
acceptability of a pregnancy are often determined 
after the pregnancy has already occurred. 

Many women express happiness with a 
pregnancy, regardless of their intention.” 

(Borrero. 2015)
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What should be the focus of counseling 
conversations aimed at helping people to 

achieve their reproductive desires?

(Hatcher. 2018. Dehlendorf 2016)



SHARED DECISION MAKING

“… provide patients with information about all the 

options and help them to identify their 

preferences in the context of their values.”

Fried, T. R. (2016). N Engl J Med
Chewning et al., (2012). Patient Educ Couns



SHARED DECISION MAKING

Patient Contribution:

• Their values

• Their preferences

• Their goals

• Their past experiences

RN Contribution:

• Assist in clarifying 
patient’s goals and 
preferences

• Provide scientific/medical 
information that is:

– relevant 

– assimilated/integrated 
by the patient!



DOES PATIENT CENTERED CARE TAKE 
LONGER?

• Giving information that is not directly 
relevant to the client takes up precious time

• Clients who feel like their care is patient 
centered may feel less resistance & more 
trust = less time 

• Paraphrasing saves time --the RN is in 
control



REPRODUCTIVE INTENTION/GOALS
PATH QUESTIONS

PA: Parenting/Pregnancy Attitudes:

Do you think you might like to have (more) children at 

some point?

T: Timing: When do you think that might be?

H: How Important: How important is it to you to 

prevent pregnancy (until then)?



REPRODUCTIVE INTENTION/GOALS

Clarifies 
motivation and 

degree of 
acceptability  

regarding 
pregnancy

…so we can offer

appropriate
interventions

+/- Preconception 
Care

+/- Contraception

Infertility Services 
or Adoption



PA: “YES…”

T: When do you think that might be?

Answers that indicate no time soon you ask:

H: How Important: How important is it to you to 

prevent pregnancy (until then)?



LISTEN ACTIVELY

PA: Do you think you might like to have 

Another child some day?

"Yes! I definitely want to have another one! I am 

pretty traditional and family is one of the most 

important things in my life. I want to be married 

before I have any more kids which I don't see 

happening any time soon."



LISTEN ACTIVELY

PA: Do you think you might like to                   have 

another child some day?

Since the person already answered the timing based 

question in their reply to the first question

T: Timing: When do you think that might be?

skip the:



H: HOW IMPORTANT

Individualize the question with information the client 

has shared  

H: How important is it to you to prevent 

pregnancy________________________:

• until you are out of school

• until your partner gets back

• for the next 5 years

• until then (for teens and if you have no other 

information)



ASKING ADOLESCENTS ABOUT 
REPRODUCTIVE GOALS

PA: Do you think you might like to have more 

children some day? “Yes”

Skip the Timing question

H: How important is it to you to prevent pregnancy 

until then?



LISTEN ACTIVELY

PA: Do you think you might like to                   have 

have another child some day?

Show that you are listening – reflect back what the 

person has said

H: How Important: How important is it to you to prevent 

pregnancy until you’re married?

ask:



WILL YOU OFFER TO DISCUSS 
PRECONCEPTION CARE?

“It’s important, you know, but if it happens it 

wouldn’t be the worst thing in the world– I’m a 

grown woman”

H: How Important: How important is it to you to prevent 

pregnancy until you’re married?



OFFER PRECONCEPTION CARE

“Since_______ would you like to discuss ways to be 
prepared for a healthy pregnancy?” 

For example

• …you have said “if it happens, it happens…

• …many people using this method of contraception 
get pregnant…



SEMILLA G4 P2 AGE 33 BMI 42 
HBA1C 12

Individualized timing question

" It sounds like you would love to have 
another child at some point! It is important 
for people with diabetes to be prepared for 
a healthy pregnancy by getting their blood 
sugars in good control and making sure they 
are on the right medicines before they get 
pregnant.” 

(Mittal. 2014)



SEMILLA G4 P2 AGE 33 BMI 42 
HBA1C 12

“Knowing that…since you’ve said you 
would love to have another child at 
some point, when do you think that 
might be?"

(Mittal. 2014)



BEST QUESTION

“Do you have a sense of 
what is important to you 

in your birth control?”



PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS

“It sounds like one of the things that is important to 
you is that your birth control is very good at 
preventing pregnancy. Do you have a sense of what 
else is important to you?”



ATTITUDE ABOUT

• Effectiveness

• Hormones 

• Length of use

• Control over 
removal

• Object in body

• Return to fertility

• Need to conceal 
contraception; 

–no supplies? 

–normal bleeding pattern?

• Non-contraceptive benefits

• Side effects

• Menstrual cycle and 
bleeding profile

• Impact on sexual life



REDUCE BLEEDING WITH COPPER IUD

(Godfrey, Folger et al. 2013; Grimes, 

Hubacher et al. 2006; Hubacher, Chen et al. 2009)

Longer/heavier menses/dysmenorrhea

▪ Gets better with time

▪ NSAIDs prophylactically WITH FOOD

▪ Pre-emptive use: 1st 3 cycles

▪ Start before onset of menses 
for anti-prostaglandin effect

✓Naproxen sodium 220mg x2 
BID (max 1100mg/day)

✓ Ibuprofen 600-800mg TID 
(max 2400mg/day)



PARAPHRASING

• “It sounds like you’re interested in using a 
method that you can control on your own. Do I 
have that right?”

• “I am hearing you say it’s super important to you 
to have a birth control method that you can rely 
on. Is that correct?”

(Hatcher. 2018)



EXAMPLES OF PARAPHRASING AND 
ALTERNATES 

• “I hear you saying you really like the idea of 

continuing to use a method with hormones but that 

you can forget about. Is that what you mean?”

• “Wow, so you feel pretty strong about avoiding the 

side effects you had from the pill and the shot!”



PARAPHRASE ALTERNATES

• “Many of my patients say that they worry about 
weight gain with birth control is that what worries 
you?”

• “So you feel pretty strong about_______. Is that 
accurate?”



SIMPLE LANGUAGE--
INSTEAD OF “RETURN TO FERTILITY”

“This method is good for “up to” ________but if you 
want to get pregnant before that or if you want it 
out for any reason, come in and we will remove it for 
you.” 

“Once you stop using this method your ability to get 
pregnant goes back to whatever is normal for you 
immediately.”



“SMALL TALK”

• Ask them about work, school or their kids

• Refer back to this information later 

– “It sounds like you are incredibly busy with all 
that you have on your plate with work and 
school”

– “Working and taking care of a little one must 
make it challenging to schedule a visit for your 
depo shot”



POINT OUT HEALTH-SUPPORTING 
BEHAVIORS

Condom use, adherence to a method, exercise, diet 
improvement.  

• Shows the patient that you are both on the same 
side (their side)

• Builds rapport and the patient will trust you



POSITIVE FEEDBACK

• “It’s great that you were so strong in standing up for 
yourself (asking your partner to use condoms.)”

• “Great question!”

• “I wish all my patients knew that…”

• “Not many people (your age) act so responsibly 
about using a condom every time.”  



EMPATHY WITHOUT LABELING FEELINGS

• Rather than using a negative label:

– “You sound angry” (or anxious)

• Use neutral words: 

– “It sounds like this is really concerning to you” 

– “Wow, anyone would find that really hard to deal 

with!”

• Not: “I know how you feel.”

(Hatcher. 2018)



MISINFORMATION…MISCONCEPTIONS

1. About relative effectiveness of methods

2. Underestimates their own or their partner’s 
fertility

3. Pregnancy is safer than contraception



TRY NOT TO CORRECT OR DISAGREE 
“FIND THE YES”

First step is to find something in what the 
patient is saying to agree with or support 

Instead of “No” or “But”

“Yes! …. And_____________”



EXAMPLES OF WAYS TO FIND THE “YES”
EMMA AGE 16

“I’ve had sex without using anything for a while 
now and I haven't gotten pregnant so I doubt it’s 
even possible.” 

1. Display of empathy

2. Validation

3. Agreement



EXAMPLES OF WAYS TO START WITH “YES”

• Display of empathy: 

“Wow, I can see how that could be concerning to 
you…”

• Validation:

“You know, many of my patients say that…”

• Agreement:

“I can see how you would think that…”



EXAMPLES OF FINDING THE “YES”

Rather than:

“No, that’s just an example of good old “Dr. 
Google” that’s not true at all!”



FIND THE “YES”

Try:

“It’s great you took the initiative to look this up on 
your own! I can see you’re really interested in 
taking care of yourself” “I have a great resource for 
you that I think you will love…” (Bedsider.org)



CONCERNS ABOUT HORMONES OR 
AMENORRHEA
• Don’t …

– Assume you know why the person objects to 
amenorrhea or hormones

– Ask them “why” 

• Do …

– Ask what about not getting their period (or 
using hormones) is concerning to them

– Let them know many people feel that way



CONCERN ABOUT AMENORRHEA

“What is it about not getting 

your period that is concerning to you?”

“I would always worry that 
I might be pregnant.”

“I can see that it’s very important to you 
not to get pregnant until you are ready.”

“Many of my patients like to get their period 
every month because they feel like it lets them 
know they aren’t pregnant.” 



YES!....AND…

• “Interestingly, many people still bleed in the 
beginning of a pregnancy...”  

• “Have you ever done anything else to reassure 
yourself that you weren’t pregnant?”

• “Pregnancy tests are plentiful and can be very 
reassuring!”



“MY MOM SAID IT’S NOT HEALTHY 
NOT TO GET MY PERIOD.”

• “Your mother is completely right!.... when 
you are not using birth control that has 
hormones, it is important to get your 
period. It’s great that you know that!”

• “I wish all of my patients knew that when 
they are not on birth control with 
hormones and they miss their period they 
need to come in so we can see what’s up!”



MAKE AN INFORMATION SANDWICH 

(Hatcher. 2018)



A FOLLOW UP QUESTION REQUIRES THE 
PATIENT TO INTEGRATE INFORMATION 

• How would that be for you?

• Has that ever happened before?

• How did you manage it?

• Do you have a sense of how you would manage 
it?

(Hatcher. 2018)



WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU HAVE 
ABOUT___________?

Better than: “Do you have any questions?”

Better than: “What questions do you have?”



CONTACT INFO

patty@envisionsrh.com
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